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	The subject of this book is chaos as seen through the filter of topology. The origin of

	this book lies in the analysis of data generated by a dynamical system operating in

	a chaotic regime. Throughout this book we develop topological tools for analyzing

	chaotic data and then show how they are applied to experimental data sets.





	More specifically, we describe how to extract, from chaotic data, topological signatures

	that determine the stretching and squeezing mechanisms that act on flows

	in phase space and that are responsible for generating chaotic data.





	In the first section of this introductory chapter we very briefly review some of the

	basic ideas from the field of nonlinear dynamics and chaos. This is done to make

	the work as self-contained as possible. More in-depth treatment of these ideas can

	be found in the references provided.





	In the second section we describe, for purposes of motivation, a laser that has

	been operated under conditions in which it behaved chaotically. The topological

	methods of analysis that we describe in this book were developed in response to

	the challenge of analyzing chaotic data sets generated by this laser.





	In the third section we list a number of questions we would like to be able to

	answer when analyzing a chaotic signal. None of these questions can be addressed

	by the older tools for analyzing chaotic data. The older methods involve estimates

	of the spectrum of Lyapunov exponents and estimates of the spectrum of fractal dimensions.

	The question that we would particularly like to be able to answer is this:





	How does one model the dynamics? To answer this question we must determine

	the stretching and squeezing mechanisms that operate together – repeatedly – to

	generate chaotic data. The stretching mechanism is responsible for sensitivity to

	initial conditions while the squeezing mechanism is responsible for recurrent nonperiodic

	behavior. These two mechanisms operate repeatedly to generate a strange

	attractor with a self-similar structure.
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Building Websites with TYPO3Packt Publishing, 2007
Follow a clear path through the power and complexity of TYPO3 to get started, and build your own TYPO3 website  This book is a fast paced tutorial to creating a website using TYPO3. If you have never used TYPO3, or even any web content management system before, then you need not look further than this book as it walks you through each step to...
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Switching and Finite Automata TheoryCambridge University Press, 2009

	Topics in switching and finite automata theory have been an important part of
	the curriculum in electrical engineering and computer science departments for
	several decades. The third edition of this book builds on the comprehensive
	foundation provided by the second edition and adds: significant new material
	in the areas of CMOS logic;...
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PGP: Pretty Good PrivacyO'Reilly, 1994

	Use of the Internet is expanding beyond anyone's expectations. As corporations, government offices, and ordinary citizens begin to rely on the information highway to conduct business, they are realizing how important it is to protect their communications -- both to keep them a secret from prying eyes and to ensure that they are not...
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Wireless Communications: 2007 CNIT Thyrrenian Symposium (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2007
The 18th Tyrrhenian Workshop on digital communications is devoted to wireless communications. In the last decade, wireless communications research boosted launching new standards and proposing new techniques for the access technology. We moved from the UTRA standard capable to transmit 0.5 bit/s/Hz to WLAN which is promising 2.7 bit/s/Hz. Now...
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Windows 8 Five Minutes at a TimeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Windows 8 represents the most radical change to Microsoft’s operating system since Windows 95 was released 17 years ago. With its new Start screen and interface, the latest version of Windows is an attempt to create a single operating system designed to run on both traditional PCs and tablets.

	

	But no one likes change....
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iMac Portable GeniusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Cool and useful tips, full-color screenshots, and savvy advice show you how to get the most out of your iMac. You’ll discover exactly what the Apple remote is capable of, how to set up your iMac so that it’s customized for multiple users, and all there is to know about Mac OS X’s built-in organizational tools. This indispensable...
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